
IPS Dartboard Air
Sealed
IPS game is used with 1 IPS system incl 10 lamps + 11 separate lamps

Buy In�atable Airtight IPS Dartboard

Do you want to buy an in�atable airtight IPS dartboard? Then you have come to the right place at JB
In�atables. This interactive game has the same layout as a regular dartboard, only it's huge! And of
course, you don't shoot it with real darts, but with a ball, a gun with gel balls or with a special bow and
arrow. When you hit the IPS spot, it lights up. This way you can score points, in the same way as with a
real dart game.

Interactive games for young and old

With our interactive games, young and old can enjoy themselves for hours. Light, color and sound are a
nice addition to the fun. Our interactive games can be used both indoors and outdoors. So even in bad
weather, you can still have a lot of fun. The in�atable games are suitable for all kinds of events: a sta�
outing, children's party, bachelor party and much more. We supply our IPS games from stock, so there is a
good chance that you will soon be able to enjoy such a cool interactive in�atable.

At JB In�atables you buy high-quality Interactive Playsystems

At JB In�atables we always go for the highest quality. So we only work with the very best materials. In
addition, our professionals are ready to answer your questions and give you sound advice. Do you want to
know something about the IPS system? Would you like advice on renting out an in�atable attraction? Or
has something unexpectedly broken on your in�atable? Our employees are ready for you!

In�ated product

Length 6ft

Width 10ft

Height 11ft

Setting up / Break down

Setup/Dismantling duration approx. 20 minutes

Persons to setup/dismantle 1 person

Blowers Bravo OV6 Luchtpomp x 1

Weight per blower Bravo OV6 Luchtpomp = 2.87 lbs

Speci�cations packaged product

Weight 132lbs

Amount of packages 1x

General

SKU 02.0168

Warranty 1 year warranty

Service 2 years service

Including Logbook / manual
Anchoring material
Blower (s)
Transport bag


